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Unsettling Cosmopolitanisms: Representations of London in
Kamila Shamsie's Salt and Saffron
World Literature Written in English. Vol. 40:1 (2002-03)

REHANA AHMED
Nottingham Trent University

Abstract: Crucial to postcolonial debate concerning contemporary processes of
globalization is an analysis of the extent to which textual treatments of location and
dislocation are materially grounded. Kamila Shamsie's Salt and Saffron, located in
Karachi and London, focuses on the polarized class system in the Pakistani city, but
fails to extend this focus to its representations of London.

Drawing on Marxist spatial analysis (Lefebvre, de Certeau) and with reference
to Shamsie's more recent novel Kartography, I trace within Salt and Saffron an
ideological repression of the social hierarchies that structure the space of London. I
argue that the abstraction of space beyond the Indian subcontinent functions as a
decoy, deflecting attention away from the significant presence of the "West" in the
novel, and obscuring the relationship of location and transnational movement to class.
I suggest that this deterritorializing, "cosmopolitan" tendency in Shamsie's work
represses a materialist treatment of space.

Key Words: class, cosmopolitanism, deterritorialization, race,
immigration, Kamila Shamsie

I
This paper is concerned with how the space of Britain functions in Kamila
Shamsie's novel Salt and Saffron (2000). While its focus is on Karachi, Pakistan,
and in particular the polarized class system that structures this city, approximately
one third of the no vel is located in - or travelling to or from - London. Shamsie
downplays the importance of England and America in her fiction, claiming that
these locations are present "only because they are the places from which people
return to Karachi or to which people go and become cut off from home or fear
becoming cut off from home" ("Tri-Sub-Continental" 90). Against this, I will
argue that the transnational location of Salt and Saffron is in fact integral to the
cross-class relationships that form the plot of the novel, even though these
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relationships are configured only in terms of the class system within Pakistan.
I will show how both the impact of transnational movement on the protagonists'
class status within Pakistan and the impact of their racial and cultural
identifications on their class status within Britain are obscured - through the
novel's self-conscious focus on the class system within Pakistan as well as through
its "abstraction" of geographical space beyond the Indian subcontinent:

The concept of "abstract space" I take from the Marxist spatial analysis
of Henri Lefebvre to refer to representations of space where unequal social
relations are concealed or "paperfed] over", so that space becomes a "passive
receptacle", emptied of its material conditions (Lefebvre 55, 90). Such an
occlusion of the asymmetries of power that operate both in Britain and on a
global scale is, I suggest, symptomatic of a "cosmopolitan" ideology that represses
a materialist treatment of space. Drawing on the work of Tim Brennan and
Aijaz Ahmad among others, I use the term "cosmopolitan" to describe an
ideological perspective on global space that assumes a limitless mobility for the
subject, while repressing the social privilege that is in fact the precondition for
such a freedom from material boundaries. Also useful in this context is Neil
Smith's critique of a "deterritorializing" representation of global space that can
be deployed by capitalist powers to conceal both the location of power and the
material barriers that exist for migrant workers. With reference to Shamsie's
later novel Kartography (2002), I trace within Salt and Saffron a deterritorializing
mechanism that occludes the relationship of power between Pakistan and Britain
and the spatial constrictions that Third World migrants face globally and within
Britain.

Such deterritorializing effects are illuminated in Bruce Robbins's attempt
to define a "non elite" cosmopolitanism that is not just a reflection of global
capital. As an example of such cosmopolitanism, he cites a "non-western"
cosmopolitanism (the presence of a non-westerner in the West), illustrating this
concept with the figure of the non-westem au pair in the West. Robbins focuses
on the class indeterminacy of such a figure - then abstracts this figure so that it
becomes emblematic of a general indeterminacy of social identifications in a
globalized world. He argues for the need to problematize local social hierarchies
by viewing them in a global context (he gives the example of the relativity of the
social position of the British working class, which must also be seen in relation
to social groups outside the West such as "superexploited Indian textile workers")
(Robbins 107-10). However, I would suggest that his emphasis on the
indeterminacy and contradictory nature of global class relations obfuscates the
social divisions that constitute local space. Robbins's generalization of the au
pair and of her experience as a non-western subject in the West, screens the
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extent of the exploitation of many Third World women who provide domestic
labour in the West (as documented by Barbara Ehrenreich and Arlie Russell
Hochschild, for example). Also obscured in his discussion is the fact that the
non-westem subject's experience of the West and the impact that she can make
on the West are predicated to a large extent on class status. The material realities
of the lives of so many non-westerners within the West start to disappear behind
the deterritorialized network that Robbins evokes.

As in Robbins, so in Shamsie's novel the interrelationship of class and
transnational movement is repressed. But whereas Robbins's argument obscures
the hierarchies of class that determine both the subject's capacity to move
transnationally and the effects of this movement, Shamsie's novel reverses the
relationship between class and movement: instead, in abstracting the space of
Britain, the novel suppresses the effect of transnational movement on the subject's
class identification. This suppression, including suppression of the West itself,
coupled with the self-conscious focus on the "local" space of Karachi, inhibits
or unsettles an interpretation of the novel as "cosmopolitan" (in the ideological
sense of the term that I define "above). Such unsettling can be revealed as a
"cosmopolitan" gesture par excellence.

II
In this section I will show how transnational movement impacts on the cross-
class relationships that are central to the plot of Salt and Saffron, enabling a
subversion of the class boundaries within Karachi. I will argue that the impact
of transnational movement on class is, however, silenced through the novel's
abstraction of geographical space beyond the Indian subcontinent - as is the
impact of the characters' cultural and racial difference within Britain on their
class identifications there. The fact that the class identifications of the Pakistani
characters remain unaffected by their global movement and relocation in Britain
is, I will argue, symptomatic of a construction of Britain as an abstract space
emptied of social structures of power. I will go on to show how the abstraction
of global space itself works to obscure the "cosmopolitan" ideology that informs
the novel.

It would be useful at this point to provide a brief outline of the plot of the
novel. Aliya, the narrator, is a member of the elite Pakistani Dard-e-Dil family.
She shares the Dard-e-Dil passion for storytelling, handed down through the
generations, and her narrative interweaves the tales of her aristocratic ancestors
with those of the living generations of Dard-e-Dils. The one family story that
Aliya is unable to tell is that of Mariam, her beloved aunt. Mariam only ever
speaks to request meals from the family cook Masood, whose culinary skills
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are legendary, and the pair eventually elope. They never return to Karachi, and
while there are hints and hypotheses that they have made their home in Turkey,
this is never established as fact. Their relationship is deeply shocking to Mariam's
highly privileged family in class-divided Pakistan. After their elopement,
Mariam's silence is interpreted as "undercutting the whole employer-servant
paradigm" (214) or transgressing the class barriers in Pakistani society - for
when Mariam did speak it was only ever to a servant, and she always "spoke in
questions, not in imperatives" (ibid.). On one level the novel can be read as
Aliya's attempt to reconstruct and understand the story of Mariam and her love
for Masood, but this is enmeshed throughout with Aliya's own feelings for an
"unsuitable boy" - Khaleel, an American Pakistani whom she first meets on a
flight between America and London. Aliya discovers that while Khaleel himself
has never been to Pakistan, his Karachi-based relatives inhabit an area of the
city that immediately marks him as socially inferior: Liaquatabad. As her cousin
Samia warns her, "The poor live in Liaquatabad. The poor, the lower classes,
the not-us" (31). It is specifically through his association with this area - whose
name signifies Karachi's social divisions, thereby grounding these inequalities
in the city's space - that Khaleel is figured as "unsuitable".

The novel encourages a reading of Aliya's reconstruction of Mariam and
Masood's story as a mechanism for deconstructing the social boundaries between
herself and Khaleel. I would suggest that it also encourages a reading of Aliya
and Khaleel's relationship as enabling a partial resolution of Mariam's and
Masood's relationship. Only after Aliya and her family have accepted Khaleel
at the end of the novel can Aliya see "Mariam older and happy" (242). Once
Mariam has been imagined like this, the trajectory of the novel, which starts
with Mariam's story being the one story that Aliya cannot tell "because it still
doesn't have an ending" (10), is complete. The image with which the novel ends
highlights this near-absorption of Mariam and Masood's story in Aliya's, as
Khaleel's reflection in the window merges with and subsumes the tree that has
come to symbolize Mariam in her absence:

I looked out at Mariam's hibiscus branch. The glass between it and
me was both a window and a mirror. I reached out to run my fingers
through the air, parallel to the branch. Khaleel bent down to pick up
a plate. My fingers traced the curve of his spine. (244)

Mariam's branch beyond the window pane fades into the reflected image of
Khaleel, and the loose ends of Mariam's story fade into the resolution that the
narrative provides. The acutely transgressive behaviour of servant and employer
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is, then, contained within the somewhat less subversive complexities of Aliya
and Khaleel's behaviour. The parallels between the two stories conflate them to
a degree, masking the vast differences between the material realities of the lives
of the two men. Despite his association with Liaquatabad, Khaleel is a university-
educated American, not a servant. His parents' migration to America has made
him more acceptable within the elite circles of Karachi that Aliya inhabits than
Masood ever could be. His own transnationalism, signalled by his ease of
movement across three continents, as well as his identification as an American,
enable Khaleel to transgress the barriers of class, materialized in the lines that
mark out the district of Liaquatabad. It is also his presence with Aliya in Britain
that makes possible the beginnings of their relationship - and so, too, the
subversion of the class boundaries which separate them in Pakistan.

Transnational movement, then, enables a subversion of the local boundaries
between Karachi's Liaquatabad and its elite districts of Clifton and Defence -
boundaries that Aliya sees from her plane as a power failure darkens the city
and a selective back-up of electricity maps out its space as "(social) product"
(Salt 85-86). If we read Khaleel and Aliya's relationship as enabling the resolution
of Mariam and Masood's, then we can also read the resolution of this much
more subversive union between servant and employer as an effect of Khaleel
and Aliya's displacements to the West, as well as of the older couple's own
disappearance to a space that remains mysterious and mythical both to Mariam's
family and to the reader.1 This, then, opens up an alternative reading of how the
West functions in Shamsie's novel. But while the space of the West is integral to
the novel's plot, its function is, I suggest, repressed through the silencing of this
space. It is significant that we are encouraged to read the acceptability of the
"unsuitable" Khaleel at the end of the novel as predicated on his fantastical
transportation of a feast which the disappeared Masood (238-42) cooks, rather
than on the upward shift of his class status through his parents' migration to
America and his own identification as an American. Transnational movement
improves Khaleel's class status, but the effect of this movement on his social
position is occluded. Consequently, the gulf that separates him from Aliya appears
wider than it actually is and the transgressive nature of their relationship is
exaggerated.

It is useful here to draw on Tabish Khair's description in Babu Fictions
of the contradictory and conflictual nature of different structures of domination.
Highlighting the interrelationship of class and location, Khair points out that for
the "Indian English writer" the experience of subordination on a global level
does not "dismiss the issue of privilege and class in immediate Indian contexts"
(177). A reversal of such a dismissal can be traced in Shamsie's novel: the
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narrator's class privilege within Pakistan seems to "dismiss the issue" of any
experience of subordination on a global level. In the case of a Pakistani in Britain,
such an experience would operate through hierarchical structures of racial
difference and religious affiliation.2

On her taxi journey from Heathrow to the family-owned flat in St John's
Wood, one of London's wealthiest areas, Aliya tells her driver that she is a
Pakistani. The driver mutters "Ball tamperers" and provokes the following
reaction:

Even if he was merely talking about the not-so-long-ago cricket
controversy between our two countries, that wasn't polite. I responded
with silence [...] the silence of my grandmother, which was meant
to inform those who received it of the lowliness of their stature. (5)

Implicit in Aliya's interpretation of the driver's comment is an unvoiced
alternative, a discourse that extends beyond the politics of a cricket match to a
broader politics of race - but this discourse is sharply silenced by Aliya's own
silence, which asserts her "privilege and class in [.-.. an] Indian context" from
within the space of Britain, screening her global subalternity. Aliya's class
identifications are disconnected from her race identifications in Britain.-3 Her
class status within Pakistan doesn't seem to change with her global movement
or temporary location in a nation - Britain - scarred by a history of racial
violence and oppression. This racism, as demonstrated in the annual Social
Attitudes Survey and in Policy Studies Institute surveys, is directed particularly
at Muslim Asians (see Modood 166). I would suggest that this contradiction
between Aliya's transnational movement and her stasis as a social subject is
symptomatic of the novel's construction of Britain as a "passive receptacle",
severed from its histories of production.*

The near-invisibility of Aliya's race in London also means erasure of the
"relations of social antagonism" as they are played out in the city (Ahmed 93).
Because the city's racial hierarchies are repressed in the narrative, any disjunction
between the subject and space is also occluded. The space of the city becomes a
mere receptacle for the family stories that are firmly rooted in the subcontinent.
.London is configured as "passive receptacle" perhaps most literally in its role as
potential place of sale for the family ring. When eventually transported to Pakistan
(from India, via London), the ring proves to be a key to unravelling the tangled
web of the family's past, but within its place of transit (the abstracted space of
London) it can only function as a saleable commodity (230-33). The question
of colour is reduced to the colour-coding of the family tree that Aliya is shown



in London, where colour indicates how far each family member has strayed
from the royal line of descent - or class within the confines of the family, and
the Indian subcontinent (42-43). Once again, class privilege within Pakistan

. seems to obfuscate or contain global structures of class. These global structures,
and the usual hierarchies of race and religious affiliation which they support,
would ordinarily place a Pakistani subject within Britain in a subordinate
position.

It is the very lack of disjunction between the Pakistani subject and a white
Britain that prevents any disturbance to the latter's prevailing ideologies. Being
erased from the narrative as a "(social) product" means that Britain remains
unmarked by any practices that could transgress its whiteness. As Isaac Julien
and Kobena Mercer tell us, "whiteness has secured universal consent to its
hegemony as the 'norm' through masking its coercive force with the invisibility
that marks off the Other [...] as all too visible - 'coloured'" (456). To mask the
visibility of a Pakistani subject in Britain is surely also to mask the violent
process through which whiteness retains its hegemony in this space.

Experience of cultural difference for the Pakistani narrator and her relatives
is limited to such difficulties as "getting saris dry-cleaned in London" (39). The
politics of dress disappears as London is reduced to a space of mere inconvenience
where saris do not "brush against years/ of criss-cross graffiti" or "ward off
insults", as in the work of the British poet Moniza Alvi where, by contrast, the
conspicuous difference of Pakistani dress is politicized through its embeddedness
in Britain as a social space (140). Rather, the sari floats above the divisions
with which the city is scored, significantly attaining visibility only as a means of
diverting a tense conversation between the Pakistani and Indian relatives away
from the controversial subject of partition to a "safe" topic. The divisions that
scar the family history and the broader history of the subcontinent are thus
veiled behind a mutual concern. Again, Britain functions as a receptacle. Within
it, the sari references familial tensions and power structures in the subcontinent
while Britain remains untouched. At times in the novel, the city of Karachi
seems to be transported into London. When Samia and Aliya walk through the
streets of London (notably Green Park, where signs of wealth interweave with
monuments to imperialism - and often are monuments to imperialism) it is
Karachi that they map out as Samia challenges Aliya's ability to find her way to
Liaquatabad (31), and it is the cartography of the Indian subcontinent that they
plot as Aliya marvels at the lack of communication in her family across the
borders of India and Pakistan (33). The effect is one of a superimposition of the
partition of the subcontinent as well as the "great class divide of Pakistan" (60)
onto the "neutral soil" (91) of London.
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The silencing of Britain as a social space, therefore, intriguingly protects
the normative ideologies of the nation from disruption by cultural difference.
Further, I would suggest that this silencing works to deflect an interpretation of
the novel as privileging a migrant or "cosmopolitan" aesthetic - one that assumes
and endorses a notion of transnational mobility and cultural hybridization that
remains detached from power relations. Caren Kaplan and others have critiqued
the tendency in literature and criticism to valorize such a "cosmopolitan" treatment
of space over more localized and politicized representations (Kaplan 24,136).
In Salt and Saffron, an elite "cosmopolitanism" can be traced in the abstraction
of all space beyond the Indian subcontinent and in the occlusion of the
interrelationship between transnational movement and class, but the narrative
ideologically screens its own "cosmopolitanism" through its extensive abstraction
of transnational space (which renders Britain almost invisible) and its explicit
focus on Karachi. A reading of the novel as valorizing the "cosmopolitan" is
thereby inhibited or unsettled.

HI
A brief look at Shamsie's most recent novel, Kartography (2002), provides
further illustration of a narrative construction of global space that is predicated
on an elite "cosmopolitan" perspective. This novel also focuses on Karachi, this
time self-consciously exploring contrasting ways of mapping the city. While the
narrative foregrounds the ethnic tensions that tear the city apart, these tensions,
I will argue, are ultimately detached from their socio-economic roots.
Furthermore, as in Salt and Saffron, despite the fact that transnational space is
integral to the narrative, Karachi is detached from this global context through
an abstraction of space beyond the city.

In Kartography, a binary is drawn between mapping through storytelling
and mapping through a more scientific overview. For protagonist Raheen, Karachi
can only be effectively configured as a network of personal stories. Conversely,
for her childhood friend Karim, the city must be mapped systematically and
scientifically. Here, Raheen'tells Karim about the history of mapping:

Eratosthenes, the grandfather of cartography, was the first man to
make a distinction between scientific and literary mapping. Prior to
Eratosthenes, no one ever said that cartography should concern itself
with science and facts rather than stories; the distinction didn't really
exist. The Odyssey was considered as valuable a tool of mapping as
were the charts and eyewitness accounts of sailors and travellers.
But Eratosthenes' decision removed Homer, and all other poets,
from the corpus of cartography. (180)
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Karim's criticism of Raheen's reductive interpretation of the space of Karachi
through her personal and highly localized stories suggests inclusive and socially
democratic possibilities of cartography. According to Karim, his distance from
the city gives him a "bird's-eye view" (he spends his teenage years living between
London and Boston), whereas Raheen is "locked in the four walls of some elite
members-only enclave" (179). The narrative shows how mapping through stories
can be linked with elitism and an evasion of the political, whereas mapping
through science can be linked with social equality and an engagement with the
political. The binary that emerges unsettles Marxist spatial analyses that configure
cartography as suppressing the material conditions of space. For example, Michel
de Certeau's configuration of class struggle in spatial terms clearly associates
mapping with the "voyeur" or the privileged, who "pushes away [...] as if into
the wings, the operations of which [the map] is the result or the necessary
condition" (121), thus obscuring the material conditions of the spatial order.

I would suggest, however, that the binary of cartographer versus storyteller
that forms a focus of Kartography functions as a decoy, screening the narrative's
elite "cosmopolitanism". Its function is not unlike that of the suppression of the
transnational in Salt and Saffron which is also a suppression of a dialectical
configuration of local and global space. In Kartography, Karim's socially
conscious representations of Karachi counteract Raheen's elitist immersion in
one tiny square of the city's map (134), while Raheen's apparently localized and
rooted interpretation of Karachi counteracts the "cosmopolitan" detachment of
Karim. As the novel progresses, however, Karim's interest in the dividing lines
of ethnicity that tear apart the city and lead to violence and death for its poor is
shown to be rooted firmly in the personal stories of his past. During the 1971
East/West Pakistan war, his Bengali mother, Maheen, was engaged to Raheen's
father, Zafar. Their engagement ends when Maheen overhears Zafar make a
racist remark about her to his neighbour, Shafiq, who, distressed because he has
just heard that his brother has been killed in East Pakistan, berates Zafar for
planning to marry "one of them". Zafar's reaction is to say: "How can I marry
one of them? How can I let one of them bear my children? Think of itas a civic
duty. I'll be diluting her Bengali blood line" (232). The incident and its
ramifications haunt Karim and lead to his obsession with the city's ethnic conflicts.
Furthermore, the incident is configured primarily as a product of unfortunate
timing rather than of political conflict: it is by chance that Maheen overhears
Zafar's remark, and it is probable that if Zafar had not been so quick to react
Shafiq would have calmed down and apologized, thereby changing the course
of events (231-32). There is even a suggestion that Zafar, afraid that Shafiq
might vent his anger on Maheen, made the slur in order to placate Shafiq and
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thus protect his fiance (335). As in Salt and Saffron, bad timing and
misunderstanding dominate in Kartography:3 Karim's apparently material
configuration of the city as constituted by antagonistic relations of class and
ethnicity is undermined through its origins in a personal story of chance. In his
essay on the Karachi riots of 1986, Akmal Hussain shows how the city's ethnic
conflicts are rooted in poverty and the historical weakness of the Pakistani state.
In Kartography, these historical material conditions are eclipsed as the city's
ethnic divisions are reduced to their function as a vehicle for a story of romantic
tensions and personal conflict.

Moreover, Raheen's self-conscious role of being grounded in Karachi
and the narrative's obsession with the city (it is described in the back-cover
"blurb" as "a love song to Karachi") barely conceal the fact that Kartography
is located predominantly on the peripheries of Karachi. Not only does Raheen
go to college in America, but the novel hovers obsessively around Karachi's
airport, incorporating an extraordinary number of arrivals and departures as
well as trips between the airport and Karachi's elite districts. These car journeys
supply the conditions for the glimpses of Karachi that the narrative provides -
conditions which produce a city-as-spectacle, voyeuristically and quasi-
touristically configured from a private space:

[. . .] we snaked through the congested parts of Karachi with its
colourful buses maniacally racing one another, men selling fruit
and vegetables from wooden carts on the side of the road, deformed
beggars dextrously making their way through traffic, laundry
flapping from washing lines on the latticed balconies of low-rise
apartment buildings. (59; see also 64, 234-35, 259)

"Deformed beggars" are reduced to the same status as flapping laundry and
other minutiae consumed by the detached gaze. Furthermore, while Karim and
his father move to London, this city remains an absence in the novel, as in Salt
and Saffron; it is reduced to aplace of transience, where "Uncle Ali [... moves]
from one short-term affair to another" (121), and any sense of disjunction
between the Pakistani subjects and their new location fails to emerge.

The cartographer's apparently socially aware outlook is reduced to an
elite, personalized view and the storyteller's apparent localization is undermined
so that the binary of cartographer and storyteller is revealed as consisting of two
rather similar perspectives on the city space, both of which presuppose privilege
and detachment. A deconstruction of the binary of cartographer/storyteller reveals
the representation of Karachi as one of elite "cosmopolitanism" - a perspective
that fails to engage with the localized material realities that constitute the city or
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with its socio-economic relationship to the global space that surrounds it. As in
Salt and Saffron, Karachi is detached from its global historical context despite
the fact that an abstracted space beyond the city is fundamental to the narrative's
plot and to the narrative's perspective on the city.

To overturn this binary, then, is also to expose the lack of a dialectical
relationship between local and global space in the novel. As Amitav Ghosh
shows in In an Antique Land, it is a dialectical conception of "global" and
"local", where the specificities of place and the "tiny threads" that form the
trajectories of "ordinary" lives are seen in the context of the "gigantic tapestry"
of which they are a part, or, in their historical and political global context, that
can lead to an engaged and politicized representation of space (Ghosh 95). As in
Salt and Saffron, the extent of the abstraction of the space beyond Karachi in
Kartography not only disables a local/global dialectic but also serves to obscure
the "cosmopolitan" ideology that informs the narrative.

This deconstruction of the binary of cartographer/storyteller in
Kartography opens up a means of exposing the limitations of the binaries that
inform Michel de Certeau's spatial analysis. De Certeau configures class struggle
in spatial terms by setting up an opposition between "walker" and "voyeur".
The figure of the "walker" represents the poor and disempowered who lack
ownership of a place and must therefore seek to infiltrate other people's places
in order to access the space of the city. De Certeau describes the movement of
the "walker" as "migrational" or as transgressing the boundaries that map out
the ownership and function of different areas of space. This transgression enables
the "walker" to subvert the normative spatial order in however limited a way.
The "voyeur", by contrast, occupies a clearly demarcated place and is empowered
through this position of ownership and cartographic overview.

I would suggest, however, that de Certeau's configuration of the "walker"
fails to account sufficiently for the localization and constraint of movement
that generally characterize the lives of the working-class inhabitants of a city.
As Geraldine Pratt and Susan Hanson remark, "most people live intensely local
lives f...] The simple and obvious fact that overcoming distance requires time
and money means that the everyday events of daily life are well grounded
within a circumscribed arena" (Kaplan 185). This interrelationship between
class and movement is eclipsed in de Certeau's analysis. His concept of an
alternative "migrational" city mapped out by the daily practices of "walkers"
(93), and his emphasis on the transgressive movement and subversive
capabilities of these "walkers", would seem to obscure the territorialization of
city living and to screen the material realities of the lives of the poor. For
example, the gulf that separates Canary Wharf from the surrounding estates of
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Tower Hamlets, London's poorest borough, is surely not surmountable for the
majority of the inhabitants of the latter, and surely the subversive impact that
they could make on the space of the privileged or the socio-economic order is
so limited as to be negligible (Rayner np)?6 De Certeau's description of itinerant
consumers and fractured communities in an increasingly borderless world leads
to his claim that "[t]here is no longer an elsewhere" (40). This prefigures Michael
Hardt and Antonio Negri's "non-place", a concept that they use to configure
power as placeless in Empire (208), thereby problematically obfuscating the
location of power and the spatial constrictions of the poor. Despite de Certeau's
critique of a cartographic suppression of the historical conditions of space, a
degree of "deterritorialization" can be traced also in his configuration of the
global capitalist world.

IV
I will conclude by developing the concept of deterritorialization in relation to

. Shamsie's work in order to contextualize the latter within issues of immigration.
The deterritorializing ideologies that I trace within her novels contrast intriguingly
' with Shamsie's own powerful indictment of Britain's oppressive anti-immigration
policies. Writing for Index on Censorship, she points out: "the argument against
the free movement of economic migrants never explicitly denies people the right
to leave their countries of nationality and go elsewhere - the argument merely
says let the elsewhere be not-here" ("Migrate" 24). She references a rhetoric of
deterritorialization which functions by masking the impermeability of national
boundaries in the West for "economic migrants" (those whose deprivation forces
them to seek better material conditions beyond their nation's borders) behind an
allusion to a mythical space labelled "elsewhere". Through this rhetoric, the
illusion of free movement is cunningly resuscitated. It is a rhetoric that disables
a dialectical conception of the local and global as, despite being deployed by
global capitalist powers, it is grounded in a localizing and isolationist notion of
Britain. As well as screening its roots in racism behind a series of fallacious
arguments, it fails to take into account the fact that the stark inequalities of the
world that lead to immigration to Britain and the West have a material impact
on Britain itself, and are, therefore, of national, or local, interest too (Dummett
58-78).7

Shamsie's comment recalls Neil Smith's recent critique of Hardt and
Negri's Empire, where he argues that a strategic occlusion of the territoriality of
global power is crucial to US imperialism. Both the space where power is located
and the space or "non-place" of the "multitudes" (Shamsie's "elsewhere") must
be deterritorialized for the retention of US hegemony. Jf the geography of power
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is "lost" or universalized, then not only is "the very target of political opposition
[...] dissolved" and resistance inhibited (Smith 254), but the oppression of the
powerless migrant is concealed behind an illusion of spatial mobility. Smith's
critique, then, focuses on Empire's "despatializing" tendencies - its refusal "to
recognize the spatiality, the territoriality, the locations of power" (260-61).

While in her article for Index Shamsie highlights the inequality of
movement that is structural to capitalism and hints at capitalism's
deterritorializing discourse, her representation of global space in both Salt and
Saffron and ̂ Cartography seems to work through a deterritorializing mechanism
which obscures the power relations that constitute this space.8 The construction
in Salt and Saffron of all space beyond the Indian subcontinent as a "non-place"
screens the unequal social relations that structure the capitalist world. Geography
on a global scale is universalized or "lost" behind the local geography of Karachi.
The history of colonialism and the hierarchical structures of power that constitute
the relationship of Britain and Pakistan today are mostly absent. So too are the
"punitive barriers" that, as Benita Parry describes, "are structural to an uneven
capitalist world system" (308) and impede movement from Pakistan - and,
especially today, other Muslim countries - to Britain, as well as the movement
of working-class British Pakistanis both within Britain and on a transnational
scale. The borders between Pakistan and Britain are crossed with ease in Salt
and Saffron, and any difficulties are subsumed in the minor irritations that could
be experienced by any traveller, for example, the airline official's complaints
about the proportions of Aliya's luggage and the computer's failure to recognize
her at Heathrow (73), and the Karachi airport official's suspicion at her passport
photo (86). The issues of race and religious affiliation that affect transnational
mobility are repressed beneath a universalizing representation of movement.

The West's historical displacement of internal economic tensions through
the exploitation of the non-capitalist world has been well documented (see, for
example, Hardt and Negri 223-25). In Shamsie's novel, the West can be read as
a space of displacement in which tensions situated in the Indian subcontinent
are resolved. The use of the West as a neutral space of convenience and enablement
by the Pakistani characters could be seen to disturb or even reverse the narrative
of global capitalism where First World uses Third World as an exploitable
resource. This reversal resonates with Shamsie's description of the function of
Britain and America in her fiction as negligible, and with her comparison of this
aspect of her novels to the negligible function of Britain's former colonies in "all
those Empire novels that pretend to be about India or Africa but are only really
ever about England" ("Tri-Sub-Continental" 90). Here again, Shamsie reduces
Britain and America to a mere means for enabling a narrative that she claims is
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"only really ever about" the Indian subcontinent. She writes that this reversal
of the functions of "East" and "West" in her work "rather alters the politics of
the situation", gesturing towards the possibility of a challenge to the politics of
Empire in her treatment of global space. But I would suggest that the
disconnection of Britain from the Indian subcontinent - both in Shamsie's
comments and in her fiction - and the repression of their historical and economic
relationship limit the potential for any such political challenge. The two spaces
are isolated from one another, and the invisibility of the "relations of social
antagonism" that connect them disables the emergence of a "transformative [...]
politics" (Ahmed 93,104).

The stark contrast between the overtly critical politics of Shamsie 's Index
article and the deterritorializing ideologies that I trace in her novels again raises
the question of Shamsie's own positionality in relation to her fiction. To what
extent should we consider her fictional negotiation of transnational space as an
effect of her own privileged class status - a status that she openly acknowledges
(see, for example, "Tri-Sub-Continental")? Might her own cosmopolitan mobility
inhibit a fictional engagement with Britain as a socially grounded space? Should
we read the disengagement of Britain from Pakistan in her fiction as a function
of her cosmopolitan detachment from the locations that she moves between?
The abstraction that characterizes her fictional representations of Britain could
even be interpreted, arguably, as a product of a certain diffidence on the part of
the author towards an experience of Britain that she cannot know - a tactical
differentiation of her own experience of Britain from that of British Pakistanis.

In Index's issue on migration, both Shamsie and Akash Kapur configure
Britain's anti-immigration discourse as motivated by fear. Kapur connects what
he calls "the insularity of western immigration policy" to the "provinciality of
reading tastes" in the West, where "cosmopolitan diasporic literature" is valorized.
For Kapur, while the former is motivated by fear, the latter is motivated by
something "far more banal: boredom, a lack of interest in anything that is not
about ourselves" (10-11). Extending Kapur's parallel, I propose that the
valorization of "cosmopolitan" representations of Britain is also informed by
fear- fear of a disruption to the British state's agenda for assimilation by counter-
hegemonic representations of a radical difference that resists assimilation. Such
representations could expose the exclusionary and repressive nature of Britain's
management of difference, thereby fracturing the state's self-representation as
"tolerant" and "inclusive" and threatening its hegemony. Describing Britain's
Muslims, Peter Van der Veer offers an example of a suppression of radical
difference. He describes how these "migrants who are at the vanguard of political
resistance to the assimilative tendencies of the nation-state, who have their own
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cultural project for living hybrid cultural lives in a non-Islamic nation [...] are
condemned" (102). The difference that these migrants bring to Britain is both
embedded and disjunctive; letting it in constitutes a risk to Britain's normative
discourse. While Shamsie's own class position must be acknowledged in any
consideration of her fictional representations of transnational space, the effect
of the silencing of Britain as "(social) product" and of the relationship between
Pakistan and Britain in her narrative is to construct a barrier that protects Britain
and enables this normative discourse to remain undisturbed.

Notes
1 Through a highly improbable chain of coincidences, Aliya comes to learn of a

restaurant in Istanbul which serves Pakistani food so delicious that it can only
be described as 'Masoodian'. Her theory that this restaurant belongs to Mariam
and Masood is strengthened when Khaleel brings a package of Masoodian food
to her family home at the end of the novel - a feast that he has collected from the
Istanbul restaurant en route from London to Karachi (222, 240). Mariam and
Masood's final destination can be imagined - but only through a series of unlikely,
almost mythical, events. Hence, their eventual home remains a space of mystery
and fantasy where the social hierarchies that divide them in Karachi are dissolved.

2 A recent survey (see Dustmann and Preston np; discussed in Denny np) shows
that the hostility towards immigration is heavily correlated to racism. Over two-
thirds of Britain's public objects to immigration from the Caribbean and Asia,
whereas a tiny minority objects to immigration from "ethnically similar
countries". Economic concerns are cited as a much less important factor than
racial concerns.

3 Syed Manzurul Islam's account of his own arrival in England from Bangladesh
is illuminating here. He writes of the "fatal moment" of "being hailed as a
Paki": "At a stroke, and as if re-moulded in a second act of genesis, my previous
sense of national and class belonging was erased: from now on I would simply
be a coloured immigrant" (emphasis added; 449). He also comments on the
"cosmopolitan elite" from the Indian subcontinent, pointing out that while
"arrival in the western metropolis often meant no more than a change of homes"
to them, "the memories of past colonial imaginings, and the economy of race
that still casts a long shadow upon both the civil and the political life in Britain,
catches up even with them" (447-48).

4 Shamsie's fiction must also be considered in relation to her own class position.
Her cosmopolitan engagement with transnational space, through her privileged
class status and affiliations to elite western cultural institutions, inevitably informs
her fictional representations of Britain. I discuss this point further in the final
section of the paper.

5 In Salt and Saffron, chance and timing are at the root of many of the decisions
and events that form the family stories and determine their history. Perhaps
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most significantly, they are at the root of the rift which causes the family to be
split between Pakistan and India, somewhat obscuring the political motivations
and tensions that partition entailed (see 166-71).

6 Think also of the spatial divisions given exposure following the 2001 race riots
in towns such as Bradford and Oldham and which carve up these towns along
lines of ethnicity. Commenting on the riots, Modood points out: "Bangladeshis
and Pakistanis are already the two most segregated groups in this country, and
in these Pennine towns it is even more pronounced" (Harris and Bright np).

7 Dummett points out:
The horrifying inequity of the world order cannot endure indefinitely:
sooner or later it will produce an explosion that will have catastrophic
effects upon the countries of the First World. Already the immigration
system in many countries is collapsing under the pressure of demand: a
backlog of asylum claims builds up; the immigration service makes
ridiculous mistakes which cause justified indignation; rounding up
overstayers by brutal means they take innocent lives [...] a great underclass
of illegal immigrants frays the edges of social order. It is stupidity, as well
as injustice, to continue as we are doing (75).

8 I am not suggesting that this obfuscation is intended; rather that it is an ideological
effect in Shamsie's narratives. This effect must be distinguished from the
intentional manipulation of a deterritorializing discourse by western governments
to legitimize their economic and strategic interests.
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